Reasoning engines are largely used in resource discovery and matchmaking scenarios where, given a request, they are able to provide a list of compatible items arranged in relevance order. A significant added value is the possibility to explain match outcomes in order to obtain information for modifying or refining early queries. Though the feasibility of running logicbased reasoning tasks over various knowledge bases has been widely proven on fixed servers, it is a challenging subject to execute inference processes on handheld devices. The paper presents a revised lightweight version of abduction and contraction algorithms (going back to previous works) for matchmaking in Description Logics in mobile ad-hoc contexts. Implementation and tests have been carried out in a mobile P2P case study based on a simplified Bluetooth interaction paradigm.
Introduction
Powerful and innovative mobile devices have enabled the adoption of advanced discovery techniques in ad-hoc and peer-to-peer environments. Though increasingly effective, such devices have specific limitations, which have to be taken into account in designing applications able to support mobile users. This paper proposes a novel matchmaking framework whose concrete implementation has been carried out in a P2P case study, even though it is crossapplicable in several different semantic-based discovery scenarios. They include ubiquitous computing applications such as u-commerce and u-tourism, as well as wireless ad-hoc sensor and actor networks [2] . Knowledge Representation techniques and approaches have been shaped to be effectively suitable in volatile ubiquitous computing contexts. Particularly, a revision of abduction and contraction algorithms presented in [11] is devised, in order to adapt them to resource-constrained contexts. Building on previous works that enhanced the discovery possibilities offered by standard code-based matching procedures exploit-* Corresponding author. E-mail: m.ruta@poliba.it.
ing semantic-based capabilities [25] , here a further evolution of matchmaking algorithms is introduced allowing to surrogate fixed and networked servers.
The framework and approach proposed here have been applied and tested in a P2P personal profile discovery case study. Applications for virtual encountering have grown rapidly in the last few years. Nowadays the possibility to use so-called dating services "from everywhere" has led to new interesting scenarios. Limits inherited by the fact that meeting people are far away are overcome. Dating has some distinguishing features. Requested and offered "resources" are immaterial because they do not refer to tangible goods: such a system enables users to interact according to their peculiarities and wishes. No concrete objects are exchanged and the role of both requesters and providers is quite different w.r.t. classical matchmaking paradigms.
A user equipped with a mobile device exposes both her semantically annotated profile and preferences she would like to satisfy when finding another person. An exact match between requester's preferences and offered profiles is surely the best possible result, but it is probably illusory. It is more useful to obtain a ranked list of available user profiles even if they do not completely fulfill the request. In the same way, when preferences and retrieved profiles are incompatible, it could be interesting to know what are the causes for the incongruence, since a user may be willing to retract some constraints she originally imposed to reach a match. Exploited matchmaking procedures have to be effective but also fast, even though users employ devices with low memory availability and computational power. A modified version of non-monotonic inferences in [13] is exploited to retrieve compatible profiles and a score is computed which takes into account the semantic affinity between preferences and characteristics found in the available profiles. We selected a subset of OWL DL 1 to model preferences, profile annotations as well as ontologies they refer to, whereas the implemented system adopts DIG 2.0 2 annotations. Finally the Bluetooth connectivity of user's handheld device is exploited for data exchange, extending the basic service discovery protocol with semantic capabilities. A "micro-layer" has been integrated within a J2ME 3 application level over the Bluetooth stack in order to enable a simple interchange of semantically annotated information between a mobile host performing a query and another one exposing user characteristics. We adopt a piconet configuration without stable networked zone servers. Peers are assumed equipped with a Bluetooth radio link; they are able to both address requests to other mobile clients and reply to external queries. Each device hosts a semantic facilitator to match user preferences with received profiles. User requirements and personal features retrieved by other piconet participants are expressed as semantically annotated descriptions, so that a semantic similarity measure can be computed as part of the ranking function, to choose the most promising replies for a given request.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: in the next Section the most relevant background is outlined letting motivation emerge for the proposed approach; afterward, in Section 3 basics of adopted formalisms and languages are presented, whereas Section 4 moves on to the presentation of the theoretical framework. Relevant features of the proposed tool are outlined in Section 5 with the aid of a simple illustrative case study. Section 6 reports experimental results 1 
Related Work
Syntactic match of encoded attributes is a common approach in mobile discovery. Protocols, such as SLP (Service Location Protocol), Jini, UPnP (Universal Plug aNd Play), UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and Integration) and Bluetooth SDP (Service Discovery Protocol), basically work in a similar way and involve requesters, a directory service (or lookup registry) and resource providers. Primitives for resource registration and lookup are available, together with a matching mechanism. When a requester issues a query either to the registry or directly to a resource provider (the query may contain a resource identifier and/or one or more attributes to search for), the service registry (respectively the resource provider) checks the query pattern against stored services descriptions and replies with identification and location information.
The main advantage of string matching is simplicity, which has made it suitable to resource-constrained mobile environments. Nevertheless, purely syntactic match mechanisms cannot support more advanced applications, since they do not provide suitable outcomes in case of a non-exact request/resource correspondence. On the contrary it is desirable to manage requests and service/resource descriptions with richer and unambiguous meaning [9] , by adopting formalisms with well-grounded semantics.
Furthermore an agreement on shared vocabularies to describe both requests and services/resources assumes a specific relevance (particularly when several independent partners are involved). Non-logical approaches to resource retrieval have serious limitations in this respect. Exploiting standard relational database techniques to model a discovery framework, there is the need to completely align the attributes of the offered and requested resources descriptions, in order to perform a match.
As said, if requests and offers are simple names or strings, the only possible match would be identity, resulting in an all-or-nothing outcome of the retrieval process. Vague query answering, proposed by [22] , was an initial effort to overcome the rigid constraints of relational databases, by attributing weights to several search variables.
Classical Information Retrieval can be used too, thus reverting the search for a resource matching a request to similarity between weighted vectors of terms, as in the COINS matchmaker [21] or in LARKS [28] . The need to work in some way with approximation and ranking in DL-based approaches to matchmaking has also recently led to adopting fuzzy DLs, as in Smart [1] or to hybrid approaches combining logical classification in categories of match with unstructured text IR techniques, as in the OWLS-MX matchmaker [20] .
A further approach [17] structures resource descriptions as a set of words. This formalization allows one to evaluate not only identity between sets, but also some interesting set-based relations between descriptions (inclusion, partial overlap, or cardinality of set difference). Anyway, this modeling is too sensitive to the choice of employed words, because such a fixed terminology misses meaning related to the words themselves. This problem can be only solved with approaches giving to terms a logical and shared meaning through an ontology. Anyway, set-based techniques have some properties we believe are fundamental in a resource matchmaking and retrieval process. If we are searching for a resource described through a set of words, we are also interested in sets including the set we searched for, because they fulfill the resource to retrieve. Moreover even if there are characteristics of the retrieved resource not elicited in the description of the searched one, an exact match is still possible because absent information has not to be considered negative. The two statements above may be summarized in the so-called Open World Assumption (OWA). That is, the lack of a feature in the description of a resource should not be interpreted as a constraint of absence. Instead it should be considered as either to be refined later or to be left open if it is irrelevant. DL-based systems usually provide two basic reasoning services for a TBox T (i.e., an ontology), namely Satisfiability and Subsumption. Both are adequate in simplistic scenarios. Indeed, to cope with advanced applications, in [10, 14] Concept Contraction and Concept Abduction non-standard inference services for DLs were defined, resulting in an application on a wired-side reasoning engine, in a subset of OWL-DL (ALN ) 4 . In our previous prototypes for ubiquitous computing applications [15] , matchmaking was executed by a fixed hotspot endowed with Bluetooth connectivity running a DL reasoner originally developed for 4 MaMaS-TNG (MatchMaking Service-The Next Generation), available as an HTTP service at: http://dee227.poliba.it:8080/MAMAS-tng/DIG the Semantic Web. As inference procedures are inherently resource-intensive for expressive logical languages, a wired computer was exploited. This led to problems: the reasoning engine was a single point of failure, the obtained infrastructure was not really and completely mobile and it had limited scalability. Embedding reasoning capabilities into mobile computing devices seems a necessary condition for fully decentralized resource discovery in pervasive contexts. Nevertheless, in order to adapt technologies and techniques developed for Web contexts to ubiquitous computing, one has to take computational costs into account with great care. Expressiveness of adopted formalisms plays a critical role. Hence w.r.t. applications which involve fixed reasoners, one has to reduce the concrete impact of inference procedures on mobile devices. Algorithms and approaches must be modified and adapted to be suitable for computationally limited devices with high volatility.
Pocket KRHyper [27] was the first reasoning engine for mobile devices. It was built as a Java ME (Micro Edition) library. It supports the Description Logic ALCHIR+ (i.e., the standard DL ALC extended with role hierarchies, transitive and inverse roles). Pocket KRHyper provides standard satisfiability and subsumption inference services. They were exploited by the authors in a matchmaking framework between user profiles and descriptions of mobile resources/services [19] . The proposed framework, however, can only distinguish among full, potential and partial match types (adopting the classification in [11] ). On the contrary, the non-monotonic matchmaking approach pursued here allows to determine what part of a request is not fully satisfied by a supplied resource, thus enabling ranking as well as explanation of outcomes.
Müller et al. [23] reported their early work on development of a mobile DL reasoner for the Java ME platform, supporting the language ALCN : no further result on their effort was published to the best of our knowledge. Both the above systems are based on adapting tableaux algorithms -used in most "wired" DL reasoners-to mobile computing platforms. This could allow more expressive languages to be used, but efficient implementation of useful non-standard reasoning services is still an open issue due to limitations in running time and memory. Most optimization techniques cannot be adopted in mobile systems, since they decrease running time but definitely increase main memory usage. This approach can be good only for fixed computing systems, which currently have large RAMs.
Basics of logic formalisms
To make the paper self-contained, some details about DL, OWL and DIG are provided here.
Description Logics are a family of logic formalisms for Knowledge Representation [6, 16] -also known as Terminological languages, Concept languages-in a decidable fragment of First Order Logic. In DLs, the basic syntax elements are:
-concept names, e.g., woman, red, hobby -role names, like hasHairColor, hasHobby -individuals, like Barbara, Carl
Intuitively, concepts stand for sets of objects and roles link objects in different concepts, e.g., the role hasHairColor links people with their hair characteristics. Individuals are used for special named elements belonging to concepts. A semantic interpretation is a pair I = (Δ, · I ), consisting of a domain Δ and an interpretation function · I which maps every concept to a subset of Δ, every role to a subset of Δ × Δ, and every individual to an element of Δ. We assume that different individuals are mapped to different elements of Δ, i.e., if a = b then a I = b I . This restriction is usually called Unique Name Assumption (UNA). Previous basic elements can be combined using constructors to form concept and role expressions. Each DL has a different set of constructors. A constructor used in every DL is the one allowing the conjunction of concepts, usually denoted as ; some DL include also disjunction and complement ¬. Roles can be combined with concepts using existential role quantification (e.g., woman ∃hasHobby.knitting, which indicates the set of women whose hobbies include knitting) and universal role quantification (e.g., man ∀hasF avouriteM ovieGenre.sci − f i, which describes men who like only science fiction movies). Other constructs may involve counting, as number restrictions: person (≤ 1 hasCat) expresses persons owning at most one cat, and person (≥ 2 hasP ets) describes persons having at least two domestic animals.
Semantics of expressions is given by defining the interpretation function over each construct. For example, concept conjunction is interpreted as set intersection: (C D) I = C I ∩D I , whereas the other connectives and ¬, if present, maintain the usual theoretical interpretation of set union and complement. The interpretation of constructs involving role quantification needs to make explicit domain elements: (∀R.C) A model of a TBox T is an interpretation satisfying all inclusions and definitions in T . Many other constructs can be defined, up to create n-ary relations [8] , so increasing the expressiveness of the DL. Nevertheless, this usually leads to a growth in computational complexity of inference services [7] . Hence a trade-off is necessary.
The core idea of the Semantic Web initiative is to annotate information by means of markup languages, based on XML, such as RDF and RDFS 5 , OWL 6 . These languages have been conceived to allow machine understandable, unambiguous representation of web contents through the creation of domain ontologies, increasing openness and interoperability in the WWW. The strong relationship between DLs and the above languages [4] is also evident in the classification of the OWL sub-languages. Three different formalisms are defined:
-OWL-Lite. It allows class hierarchy and simple constraints on relations between classes. -OWL-DL. Based on DLs theoretical studies, it allows a great expressiveness keeping computational completeness and decidability. -OWL-Full. It has a huge syntactic flexibility and expressiveness. This freedom is paid in terms of no computational guarantee.
In this paper we will refer to the Attributive Language with unqualified Number restrictions and Concrete Domains (ALN (D)) DL, a subset of OWL-DL. Constructs of ALN (D) DL are reported in what follows:
-, universal concept. All the objects in the domain. -⊥, bottom concept. The empty set. -A, atomic concepts. All the objects belonging to the set A. -¬A, atomic negation. All the objects not belonging to the set A. -C D, intersection. The objects belonging to both C and D sets. -∀R.C, universal restriction. All the objects participating in the R relation whose range are the objects belonging to C set. -∃R, unqualified existential restriction. At least one object participating in the relation R.
Respectively the minimum, the maximum and the exact number of objects participating in the relation R. -f , concrete features. An extension to basic DLs that allows to link concepts to a concrete domain D (e.g., integers, reals, time, etc.) through a set of unary predicates p. Each concrete feature f can be expressed as p(f ) with p : δ → D, where δ is the feature domain. In the present paper only the concrete domain of integers and the following unary predicates will be considered:
, with g a feature and k an integer value. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the semantics of ALN (D) constructs and TBox assertions, respectively.
As part of the activity of the Description Logic Implementation Group (DIG), a new interface to communicate with DL reasoners has been defined [5] . The DIG interface uses HTTP as the underlying transfer protocol. The original DIG language is based on SHOIQ(D), a Description Logic that includes boolean concept operators (and, or, not), universal and existential restrictions, cardinality constraints, a role hierarchy, inverse roles, the one-of construct and concrete domains. For our purposes, we adopted the ALN (D) Description Logic, which has a polynomial 7 Notice that ∃R is equivalent to (≥ 1 R) 8 We write (= n R) for (≥ n R) (≤ n R) Name Syntax Semantics Table 2 Syntax and semantics of the TBox assertions complexity, both for standard and non-standard inferences. There is a strict correspondence between OWL, DIG and DL syntax. Notice that in the implementation of the system proposed here, we used DIG 2.0 formalism to express requests as well as resource descriptions, because it is less verbose and more compact, a mandatory requirement in mobile ad-hoc applications; whereas in the rest of the paper we formalize examples by adopting DL syntax -instead of OWL-DL or DIG ones-for the sake of readability.
Framework and Approach
The proposed approach has been devised for and tested on mobile devices simply equipped with Bluetooth connectivity. No specific requirements in terms of available memory and computational capabilities have to be satisfied. Each mobile device in the environment participates to a Bluetooth piconet. As said, to save memory (which is a precious resource in mobile contexts), user profile and preferences are expressed in DIG formalism, a more compact variant of OWL ontology language. When two or more devices are in radio range (approximately 100 mt for class I Bluetooth devices at 20 dBm power), a user can start a discovery procedure aiming to identify hosts wanting to interact. The user retrieves remote profiles and, by means of the algorithms presented hereafter, she can select most promising ones computing a score according to the degree of semantic correspondence w.r.t. her needs.
It is important to remark that the approach proposed here can be exploited in a generic service/resource discovery scenario (also in case of pervasive contexts as the m-commerce [24] or u-tourism [26] ones) where a semantically annotated user request has to encounter available offers. In those cases, with the aid of the following algorithms, it will be possible to select best matching proposals.
In what follows, algorithms and approaches are analyzed, featuring the matchmaking process. Both request and supplies (from now on D and S) as well as the given ontology T will be expressed in ALN (D) Description Logic.
Ontologies in ALN (D)
For what concerns the ontology, the proposed framework only allows relations between concept names of the following types:
. . ¬CN n to represent respectively (1) subclass axiom; (2) equivalence axiom; (3) disjoint axiom. Furthermore, given a concept name CN we cannot have more than one equivalence axiom with CN on the left hand side (LHS) and if CN appears on the LHS of an equivalence axiom then it cannot appear on the LHS of a subclass axiom nor of a disjoint axiom. In order to avoid loops within an ontology T , we do not allow a concept name CN to appear, directly or indirectly, both on the LHS and on the right hand side of an axiom [3] . For each concrete feature g we impose its range is always explicitly represented by its minimum value and its maximum value. That is, the range of g will be as:
Since the above conditions on ontology definition allow to express concept taxonomies in a formal way, hereafter we will call such an ontology a formaltaxonomy.
The Matchmaking starts when the unfolded versions of D and S are available, expressed in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) [13] . The Unfolding and Normalization pre-processing steps for D and S are described in the following subsections.
Concept Unfolding
Given the ALN (D) DL, a TBox T and a concept C in ALN (D), the unfolding procedure is performed by applying Algorithm 1 (see later on) to make a new unfolded concept equivalent to C w.r.t. T . References to the TBox are expanded within the concept expression itself. In this way, T is not needed any more when applying inference procedures to unfolded concept expressions.
if (A B) exists in T and ¬B is not in C then 7:
Result := Result A ¬B 8:
else if exists A B in T then 9:
Result := Result A 10:
for all concept name A in Result do 12:
if A is not in Result then 13:
Result 
Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF)
The CNF of a concept can be obtained by applying Algorithm 2 (see later on). Normalization preserves semantic equivalence w.r.t. models induced by the TBox; furthermore, CNF is unique (up to commutativity of conjunction operator). The normal form of an unsatisfiable concept is simply ⊥ 9 . Given a concept C ∈ ALN (D) and a formal taxonomy T , we call norm(C, T ) the rewriting of C in CNF. norm(C, T ) can be represented as:
, where:
C CN is the conjunction of (negated) concept names; 9 As said, ⊥ denotes the most specific concept (the unsatisfiable concept) whereas is the most generic one in an ontology: in OWL words, they are represented by <owl:Nothing> and <owl:Thing> respectively.
end 
is the conjunction of concrete domain restrictions, no more than two for every feature (the maximum and the minimum); C R is the conjunction of terms involving roles.
Finally, with |norm(C, T )| we refer to the length of norm(C, T ) as computed by Algorithm 3 (see later on).
Inference Services
Concept Satisfiability and Concept Subsumption inferences allow to answer the following questions: Satisfiability: given an ontology T -modeling the do- 
length := length + 1 10: end for 11: for all ∃R ∈ norm(C, T ) R do 12:
length := length + 1 13: end for 14: for all ∀R.D ∈ norm(C, T ) R do 15:
length := length + |norm(D, T )| 16: end for 17: return length Algorithm 3. How to compute the length of a concept C with respect to a formal-taxonomy T main we are investigating on-and a description R of a resource referring to T , is the information modeled in the description consistent with the one in the ontology? In formulae: T |= R ⊥ Subsumption: given an ontology T -modeling the domain we are investigating on-and two resources described by expressions -R1, R2-both referring to T , is a description more general than the other one? In formulae: T |= R1 R2
Both Subsumption and Satisfiability are useful when an exact retrieval is required. For instance, given a profile description and a preference represented by S and D respectively, we are able to determine whether they are compatible or not (i.e., whether S models or not information that is not in conflict with the one modeled by D). This task can be simply accomplished checking if T |= S D ⊥ holds or not. On the other hand, using Subsumption we can verify whether a profile described by S satisfies a preference D or not. It is easy to see that if the relation T |= S D holds, then S is more specific than D and contains at least all the requested features.
In [10, 14] Concept Contraction and Concept Abduction non-standard inference services for DLs were introduced and defined for matchmaking scenarios. In what follows we briefly recall definitions, explaining the rationale and the need for them in our framework.
Starting with a profile description S and a preference description D, if their conjunction S D is un-satisfiable w.r.t. the ontology T , i.e., they are not compatible with each other, the goal is to detect which part of the preference D is conflicting with the profile S
Obviously there is always the trivial solution G, K = D, to a CCP. It corresponds to the most drastic contraction, that gives up everything of D. In a resource retrieval framework, it models the (infrequent) situation where, in front of some very appealing profile S, incompatible with the requested preferences, a user just gives up completely her specifications D in order to meet S. On the other hand, when S D is satisfiable in T , the "best" possible solution is , D , that is give up nothing. Since usually one wants to give up as few things as possible, some minimality criteria in the contraction must be defined [18, 10, 12] .
Whenever the profile description S and the preference D are compatible with each other, the partial specifications problem might still hold. That is, it could be the case that S does not imply D, though compatible with it. In DL syntax we write: T |= D S ⊥ and T |= S D. Then, it is necessary to assess what should be hypothesized in S in order to completely satisfy D.
Let L be a DL, S, D be two concepts in L, and T be a set of axioms in L, where both S and D are satisfiable in T . A Concept Abduction Problem (CAP) is finding a concept H ∈ L such that T |= S H D, and moreover S H is satisfiable in T . We call H a Hypothesis about S according to D and T .
Also for Concept Abduction we have to define some minimality criteria on H (hypothesize as few things as possible). The interested reader may refer to [10, 12] for some minimality criteria in the framework of Description Logics.
Hence, Concept Abduction and Concept Contraction can be used for explanation of subsumption and satisfiability outcomes, respectively. Having two con- Let us suppose we have a preference D, a profile S and an ontology T such that T |= D S ⊥, i.e., they are incompatible (partial match). In order to gain compatibility and move to a potential match, a Concept Contraction is needed so that, by giving up G in D, the remaining K could be satisfied by S. Now, if T |= S K, the solution H K to the CAP L, K, S, T represents what is in K and is not specified in S. By hypothesizing H K we reach a full match. Hence S is an approximated match of D, so it would be useful to evaluate how good the approximation is. Furthermore, given several resources, what is the best approximation? How can a numerical penalty be assigned, based on K, H and G, to the approximation in order to rank the resources? Algorithm 4 provides answers to the raised issues.
[
lines 1-4]
Having a request description D and a supplied profile description S, if the conjunction of their descriptions is not satisfiable w.r.t. the ontology they refer to (i.e., they are not compatible with each other for some concepts in their descriptions), first a contraction on D is performed in order to regain compatibility [line 2] and then the hypothesis on S is computed in order to completely satisfy D (or its contraction) [ The second one is the contracted request K which is no more in conflict with the resource. H K : after the contraction of D, the request is represented by K, i.e., the portion of D which is compatible with S. H K represents what has to be hypothesized in S in order to completely satisfy K, or, in other words, why S does not completely satisfy K.
[lines 5-7]
If the conjunction of D and S is satisfiable w.r.t. the ontology they refer to, then no contraction is needed and only an abductive process is carried out.
Notice that H = abduce(S, D, T ) [lines 3,6] determines a solution H for the CAP L, D, S, T , whereas
The algorithm explain returns values useful in a retrieval system where explanation of the results is needed and/or a belief revision process is admitted. It does not depend on the particular DL adopted. Based on the above cited minimality criteria, the length of the solutions to a CAP or a CCP for ALN (D) DL can be computed. Hence, a relevance ranking score can be computed by a utility function U defined as U (G, K, H K ).
An Algorithm for Concept Contraction in
ALN (D) An algorithm to solve CAPs for ALN has been proposed in [13] and it can be easily adapted to deal with ALN (D).
The new algorithm contract(ALN (D), norm(D, T ), norm(S, T ), T ) is presented here to compute a possible solution to a CCP in ALN (D) given two concepts S, D both satisfiable w.r.t. a formal-taxonomy T (see Section 4.1). Algorithm 5, starting from the normalized version of D and S, computes a solution G, K to the corresponding CCP. It also returns the so called penalty: a value representing the worth associated to G, i.e., the cost for a contraction of D. This value will be used to compute the global utility function associated to a profile w.r.t. a set of preferences. Actually, the algorithm can be easily adapted to deal with different penalty functions [13] .
Notice that, even though both D and S must be satisfiable w.r.t. T , in lines 1-8 the case D = ⊥ is also considered. This is needed because of the recursive nature of the algorithm. In fact, in line 33 there is a recursive call involving the restrictions on a role R. In case it is ⊥, i.e., ∀R.⊥ occurs, in line 33 contract(ALN (D), norm(S, T ), ⊥, T ) will be called.
At a first glance the solution G, K = D, ⊥ seems to be more sensible than G, K = D, . Actually, the former can be read as "after giving up everything in my original query, I want nothing" and the latter as "after giving up everything in my original query, anything is good for me". Obviously this solution is the right one. In most cases a pure logic-based approach could be insufficient to decide between what to give up and what to keep. There is the need of modeling and defining some extra-logical information to be taken into account. One approach is to give up minimal information [10] . Another one considers some information more significant than other and the information that should be retracted is the least important one, i.e., negotiable and strict constraints are introduced [12] .
An Algorithm for Concept Abduction in
ALN (D) Algorithm 6 finds a minimal solution for a CAP in ALN (D) w.r.t. the number of conjuncts in H.
Inputs of the algorithm abduce (ALN (D) , norm(D, T ), norm(S, T ), T ) are limited to satisfiable concepts D and S, since D unsatisfiable implies the CAP has no solution at all, while S unsatisfiable leads to counterintuitive results (e.g., ¬S would be a solution in that case).
Also in this case, a penalty function is computed, which increases when the number of missing concepts in S w.r.t. to D grows. Moreover, it can also be proven that adding to S details that are irrelevant for D leaves the penalty unaffected, while adding to S details that are relevant for D lowers the penalty of S [13] . The penalty function for the abduction problem can be ex- G := ;
10:
K := D;
11:
if norm(S, T ) = ⊥ then
12:
return ( D, , |norm(C, T )|);
13:
end if
14:
for all (negated) concept name CN ∈ K CN do
15:
for all concept name CN ∈ norm(CN, T ) CN do
16:
if there exists CN in S CN such that CN = ¬CN then
17:
G := G CN;
18:
remove CN from K CN ;
19:
penalty := penalty + 1;
20:
21:
end for
22:
23:
for all concept ∃R ∈ K R do
24:
if there exists ∀R.⊥ ∈ S R then
25:
G := G ∃R;
26:
remove ∃R from K CN ;
27:
28:
29:
30:
for all concept ∀R.E in K R do
31:
if either there exists ∃R ∈ K R or there exists ∃R ∈ S R then
32:
for all concept ∀R.F in S R do 33: 
40:
for all concept (≥x g) in K do
41:
if there exists (≤y g) in S and y < x then 42:
replace (≥x g) with (≥y g);
43:
G := G (≥x g);
44:
penalty := penalty + 
47:
for all concept (≤x g) in K do
48:
if exists (≥y g) in S and y > x then 49:
replace (≤x g) with (≤y g);
50:
51:
penalty := penalty + 1 + 
Dealing with User Preferences
In real dating scenarios it is quite rare to exactly find the profile one is looking for. Often it is necessary to reformulate one or more preferences and to hypothesize some characteristics not specified in a found profile. Based on this reformulate/hypothesize process a relevance score is usually assigned to the profile, representing how well the requester's preferences have been satisfied.
In such a matchmaking process, a user request can be split in two separate parts: strict requirements and preferences. Strict requirements represent what, in the request, has to be strictly matched by the retrieved profile descriptions. Preferences can be seen as soft user requirements. In other words, the user may will to accept even a profile whose description does not represent exactly what the user prefers. Usually, a weight is associated to each preference in order to express its worth (absolute or relative to the other preferences). Hence, within a user request D we distinguish between a concept D S representing strict requirements and a set of weighted concepts D i , v i where D i is a DL concept and v i is a numerical value representing preference worth. It should be clear that a matchmaking process has not to be performed w.r.t. D S . It represents what the user is not willing to risk on at all. She does not want to hypothesize nothing on it. An approximate solution would not be significant for D S . Actually, performing a matchmaking process between preferences and a profile description S makes more sense. After all, preferences represent what the user would like to be satisfied by S. Hence, even though a preference is satisfied with a certain degree (not necessarily completely) the user will be satisfied with a certain degree as well.
Given an ontology T , a profile description S, a strict requirement D S and a set of preferences P = { D i , v i }, the global ranking penalty is computed using Algorithm 7. Here a penalty threshold T is introduced. If the global penalty is higher than T , the selected profile is discarded setting penalty := +∞ (line 12), whereas a penalty = +∞ is assigned to profiles whose description fully satisfies user strict requirements. Once a profile description is found such that T |= S D S , then the algorithm computes how much it satisfies user preferences. For each preference a numerical evaluation is taken into account both for the characteristics to be given up with penalty c and for the characteristics to be hypothesized in penalty a .
Algorithm: pref erence_retrieve(S, D S , P, T , t)
for all
penalty c := 0 8:
end if 10:
penalty := penalty+v i ·(h·penalty a +g·penalty c )
11: end for 12:
if penalty > T then 13: penalty := +∞ 14:
end if 15:
return ( are combined using two parameters h, g being the worth associated to penalty a and penalty c , respectively.
To make it more adherent to a dating application, the penalty value can be easily converted to an af f inity one using the following simple transformation:
Case Study
A mobile dating application was developed as a case study for the proposed mobile matchmaking framework and algorithms. Its goal is to facilitate acquaintance among people in an environment. It is compatible with the Mobile Information Device Profile 10 (MIDP) of Java ME (Micro Edition) platform and uses Bluetooth connectivity. Both features are currently granted by the wide majority of mobile phones. No external infrastructure support is needed for discovery, matchmaking and interaction among users: the proposed application is therefore a true peer-to-peer ubiq-uitous computing one, only based on Bluetooth wireless ad-hoc networking and a built-in reasoning engine. Each user stores a personal profile on her device and a request for desired partner characteristics. Both are defined as ALN (D) conjunctive concept expressions referring to a common domain ontology, which models people's physical appearance and personal interests. Figure 1 shows in a graphical representation the most relevant axioms in the reference ontology. Main features of the implemented system are summarized in Figure 2 and Figure 3: -peers in communication range are discovered; -user profiles are interchanged and match degree is computed (implementing the algorithms described above) between each user's request and the peer's profile; -if both are satisfied with the match outcome, they start a chat session. Sequence diagram in Figure 3 shows typical user interaction patterns in a dating session:
1. The user starts the dating application on her mobile device (α). It looks for other devices in Bluetooth radio range. 2. For each found device β, α checks if another application instance is currently running and waiting for a connection. 3. If it is running on β, then α asks β to send the profile corresponding to her user. So α sends its profile to β. Profile exchange is performed via the Bluetooth OBEX (OBject EXchange) feature. 4. Both α and β run Algorithm 7 presented in Section 4.3 and compute their penalty values. β computes penalty(α, β) while α computes penalty(β, α). If penalty(α, β) = +∞, then α sends a HALT message to β. Similarly, β sends a HALT message to α in case penalty(β, α) = +∞. In either case the interaction between α and β ends. 5. If no HALT messages have been sent, then α sends an invitation to β to start a chat session (over Bluetooth). 6. Now β may visualize the profile sent by α. It may check the af f inity(α, β) value and it may ask for an explanation of the score looking at G, K and H values returned by Algorithm 7. 7. β may accept or decline the invitation from α.
To better clarify the approach, let us consider the following toy example: Albert has been invited to a party by his friend Joe, but he is getting quite bored. Joe is spending all the time with his girlfriend and Albert does not know anyone and he cannot find interesting conversation topics with other people. He would like to find a nice girl to talk to, so he launches the application on his mobile phone. It loads both his user profile and a request containing dating preferences, then main menu is shown as in Figure 4 . User selects "search" and the application uses standard Bluetooth SDP (Service Discovery Protocol) to search for other instances of it running on remote mobile devices in radio range.
A The matchmaker works as a J2ME class package. Let us suppose that Albert is looking for a woman between 21 and 32 years old and between 160 and 180 cm high, which likes walking and -more importanthas a passion for swimming. A fundamental requirement is that she is not already engaged. These preferences can be formally expressed in the semantic-based matchmaking framework described in Section 4, referring to previous dating domain ontology:
≤180 height ∃hasM aritalStatus ∀hasM aritalStatus.(free =1 relevance) ∃hasHobby ∀hasHobby.(walking =5 relevance) ∃hasSportP assion Barbara's profile can be modeled likewise. She is 28 years old and 172 cm high. She has red hair and has free marital status. She likes motorcycling but not swimming, pop-rock music and romantic movies but not science fiction ones. Formally, this is expressed as: As depicted in Figure 5 , after matchmaking the user is presented with an overall match score s, ranging from 0 to 100%. It is computed by means of the formula:
where the semantic penalty function p is computed as:
where penalty c is the penalty calculated by the contraction procedure between the local user's request D and the remote user's profile S, while penalty a is the penalty value of the abduction procedure between the consistent part K of the request and S. The scoring mechanism is regulated by two parameters, threshold value T and weight W , both ranging from 0 to 1. T influences the sensitivity of the discovery; W determines the relative weight of explicitly conflicting elements in S with respect to D, which can be seen as "defects" from the requester's standpoint. Both parameters can be modified in the Settings screen shown in Figure 6 , along with the nickname that appears to other users during profile exchange, invitation and chat.
In our example, with W = 0.315 and T = 0.6, outcomes are as follows: Notice that the restriction on sport to swimming is explicitly inconsistent with the supplied profile, so it must be given up through concept contraction, while the remaining part of the request can be kept. Of such K, the restriction to walking as a hobby is not stated in the supplied profile, so concept abduction computes it as the hypothesis. Albert is satisfied with the match outcome and wishes to invite Barbara to a chat. The dating application allows the user to contact the remote device for a chat session. A simple text-based protocol was developed on the top of Bluetooth OBEX for this purpose. Upon reception of an invite from α, β displays a notification to the user (as reported in Figure 7) , who can either decline immediately or let her device retrieve the peer's profile from α and compute the match degree with her own demand specification. User of β is shown the result and then she decides whether to accept or decline the invitation. If she accepts, the chat session starts. Further details about Bluetooth interaction protocol have been omitted here as it basically follows the original standard.
Barbara In what follows we report some performance evaluation tests on the implemented system. Simulations have been carried on using the Sun Java (TM) Wireless Toolkit 2.5.2 for CLDC 11 allowing to emulate mobile Virtual Machines (VMs) with different speeds (ranging from 100 to 1000 bytecode/ms). Tests refer to: (1) overall time to perform a matchmaking, (2) contrac- tion time and (3) abduction one. Each of them has been performed both disabling the Virtual Machine speed emulation and enabling it (two sets of simulations have been conducted with VM speed emulation at 100 bytecode/ms and 1000 bytecode/ms, respectively). The Virtual Machine speed emulation has allowed to put in evidence the influence of device hardware in the whole tests. It basically makes results independent of the simulation hardware and more general.
Experimental results
Anyway, performance evaluation has been divided in two different parts. In the first one, data collected by simulations have been directly reported sample by sample. The overall calculation time, the contraction and the abduction time have been determined for 100 randomly generated preference/profile samples with different consistence (different number of concepts and restrictions). In the second part, such tests have been executed enabling the Virtual Machine speed emulation at 100 bytecode/ms for taking into account the impact of the simulation computer on performances. Evaluated parameters are: the overall time (in milliseconds) needed to calculate the affinity value for various preference/profile pairs (see Figure 8 and Figure  9 ), the time (in milliseconds) needed for Concept Contraction -varying the number of concepts and restrictions in each list of preferences-( Figure 10 and Figure  11 ) and finally, the time (in milliseconds) needed for Concept Abduction w.r.t. the number of concepts and restrictions in the component to keep -K-of each list In order to assess algorithm behavior w.r.t. preference and profile consistence, further considerations have to be made. To this aim a second set of simulations has been performed. The overall time for calculating the affinity as well as contraction and abduction time intervals have been reported taking into account the number of concepts and restrictions contained in involved preference/profile pairs, in each preference set (in case of contraction) and in the K component Figure 18 and Figure 21 ) and at 1000 bytecode/ms (Figure 16 , Figure 19 and Figure 22 ), respectively. Retrieved intervals have been arranged w.r.t. concept and restriction number, starting from simplest cases to more complex ones. Furthermore, trend lines have been also added in order to explicitly put in evidence algorithm behavior. A third order polynomial curve has been used to interpolate simulation values.
As it can be seen, the system presents a proportionality more or less direct between execution time and complexity of involved preference/profiles which is particularly evident in the right hand side zone of graphs, where we have more available samples (concept and restriction number greater than 10). The only exception to this behavior is represented by abduction graphs where the trend line is almost constant in case of VM speed emulation disabled and it has a slight slope when the VM speed is enabled. So we can conclude the intrinsic nature of abduction algorithm makes it more resilient w.r.t. the growth in complexity of exploited arguments. In the remaining cases, we have a surely predictable behavior and anyway all tests suggest the system has a good scalability. In order to perform a more attentive analysis to performances, overall calculation time, contraction and abduction time intervals have been also considered in a "normalized" fashion, i.e., the absolute measured values have been divided by concept and restriction number composing algorithm arguments. In this way an absolute and general view of the algorithm behavior can be obtained. The following figures report on the overall normalized execution time in case of VM speed enabled and not ( Figure 23 , Figure 24 and Figure 25 ), on the normalized contraction time -VM speed enabled and not- (Figure 26 , Figure 27 and Figure 28 ) and finally on the normalized abduction time in the Figure 30 and Figure 31 ). They prove that trend lines are almost constant in the right hand side zone of graphs where, as said, there are more available sample data; probably the low number of pairs containing less than 10 concepts and restrictions influences the interpolation curve trend. Anyway considering that it is more likely that either preference or profile pairs are composed by at least 10 among concepts and restrictions, figures indicate algorithm normalized times are more or less constant. This is a good feature which proves the effectiveness of the algorithms, because they are basically independent of complexity of their arguments. Memory usage tests have been also performed, but do not introduce relevant added value to the paper so they have been omitted. As expected, the exploitation of Sun Java (TM) Wireless Toolkit 2.5.2 for CLDC maintains always under a given threshold the overall RAM amount the application requires. In the same way no significant memory peaks have been detected when the proposed tool runs.
Conclusion
A novel discovery framework has been proposed. It is suitable for mobile ad-hoc contexts with neither stable network infrastructures nor fixed reason- ers. Concept abduction and contraction algorithms presented in [13] have been adapted to allow an exploitation in wireless and peer-to-peer scenarios. The proposed approach has been validated in a dating case study where users -equipped with a Bluetooth devicesearch for semantically annotated profiles in the environment compatible with their preferences (also expressed by means of a logic annotation). Even if the framework has been tested in a specific matchmaking application, it is general purpose because fully reusable in different contexts and applications.
Future work is mostly directed at enhancing the expressiveness of the managed logic attempting to remove some constraints currently imposed, without in- creasing too much requirements in terms of memory and CPU. A thorough optimization of the approach is also being performed, in order to easily allow a porting to the most important hardware and O.S. platforms for mobile devices. A quick profile insert/editing UI is also under development. Finally, an exploitation of such a system as event detector in wireless semantic sensor networks is under investigation. 
